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Learning to Read 


in Dublin City Schools
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW


The reading demands of today require our students to acquire high levels of literacy skill to be successful in the future. Dublin City Schools engages all students in a comprehensive literacy program starting in our early childhood classrooms and continuing to graduation. 


This high quality comprehensive program provides multiple learning experiences with the following: phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary and comprehension. Student engagement and practice with these reading skills and strategies occur within the language arts curriculum and are emphasized in all subject area learning throughout the day. 


Assessments are used to guide classroom teacher instructional planning throughout a student’s literacy path. Assessments are also used to identify students who may need additional reading intervention or enrichment support beyond the classroom environment. 


In Dublin City Schools, our literacy program is designed to help children become proficient and passionate readers and writers.
 






Reading is a message-getting, problem-solving process that involves an interaction between the reader and the text. This process requires thinking, along with the ability to decode written symbols for the
purpose of understanding.
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Reading Workshop	Writing Workshop
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Our staff is focused on supporting

high levels of literacy learning for all	Read Aloud children in Dublin City Schools.

Word Study








The Workshop Model is incorporated in the classroom to allow for maximum opportunities to differentiate learning for students. Classroom teachers differentiate instruction based on a variety of assessments in order to remediate any gaps identified in learning, or extend learning for students, providing timely in-class interventions as needed. Time is allocated every day for reading, writing and word study instruction through instructional practices such as interactive read aloud, focused lessons, guided reading, guided writing, explicit word study instruction, independent reading/ writing practice with teacher conferring, and small group instruction.

Elementary*Word*Study*Program


Phonological* Awareness*
 
Many literacy interventions are seamlessly woven into the fabric of the classroom instruction. Dublin City Schools offers research-based multi-sensory approaches in reading instruction through a variety of contexts. Multi-sensory teaching approaches engage all learning pathways in the brain (i.e. visual, auditory and kinesthetic-tactile) simultaneously, to enhance memory and learning. This approach is highly effective for children learning to read. Students who struggle with phonemic awareness and alphabetic principles benefit from this explicit reading instruction and word learning. 



Dublin City Schools offers

research-based multi-


Vocabulary	
and*Word* Structure





Visual Strategies*
 

!
!
Elementary*Word*study* *is*an*essen:al*component*of*the*K>5* Language*Arts*Curriculum.**Explicit* daily*instruc:on*occurs*during*the* Dublin*Literacy*Workshop*Model.**In* addi:on,*word*study*is*integrated* within*all*content*areas**and*is* formally*and*informally*assessed.* Word*study*will*focus*on**building*the* students’*ability*to*ﬂexibly*apply,* connect*and*transfer*word*knowledge* and*u:lize*spelling*paLerns*within* reading*and*wri:ng.**
 

Phonics*






Word* Recogni:on*
 sensory approaches in reading instruction through a variety of contexts.

A multi-sensory reading approach, used in conjunction with targeted instruction around fluency, reading comprehension strategies and vocabulary, provides a comprehensive approach to support all readers.
!
!
!
!
!
Analyze
Actions
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HIGHLY QUALIFIED READING PROFESSIONALS HELP DETERMINE THE APPROPRIATE INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACHES THAT BEST MATCH STUDENT NEED




A NETWORK OF PROCESSING SYSTEMS FOR READING

!

!
!	Thinking Within the Text !

!
!
!
Summarize
!	Search For and !                       Use Information !
!

Correct
!	Monitor and	Maintain Fluency !
! !

Adjust
Solve Words Decode/Encode

!
Systems of
!
Thinking About the Text	Strategic	Thinking Beyond the Text

!

!
!	Critique	Predict !
!
!	        Make Connections
!	Personal/World/Text !
!
!	Synthesize

! ! !
!	Infer !
 
We believe that early intervention is key to supporting students in learning to read. Dublin City Schools utilizes a variety of research-based intervention programs that can be utilized within the classroom setting or within a reading intervention pull out program. A proactive approach is taken toward preventing reading confusions and intervening with reading problems when they occur.


Reading Intervention Pull out Programs in Dublin City Schools

• Build upon student strengths to develop independence 

•Focus on individual goal setting and diagnostic teaching in order to help each student become a more competent reader

•Use multiple assessments delivered in a systematic manner to inform instructional planning 

•Utilize research-based instructional practices
 • Focus on developing real life reading skills

• Employ culturally responsive approaches

•Utilize academic accommodations and modifications as needed
 • Employ progress monitoring 

• Partner with parents, supporting students at home and in school



Ongoing Professional Development for Staff

Dublin City Schools is committed to providing continuous professional development to staff regarding current reading research and instructional practices that positively impact student learning.


When Readers Struggle: Teaching ThatWorks Pinnell and Fountas, 2009
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HOW TO ACCESS ADDITIONAL READING PROGRAMMING


In Dublin City Schools, we believe that quality early literacy instruction and intervention is key for students. At the elementary level, a core literacy service team is employed in every elementary school to coordinate the intervention planning for all students. 


The goal of the team is to analyze individual student data to make recommendations for the appropriate literacy intervention plan. Criteria is established for participation in the reading intervention programs offered in the elementary setting. Parents are notified if their child meets the criteria for participation. If a student qualifies for multiple services, a recommendation is made regarding membership in more than one program. 


Coordination between the classroom teacher and intervention staff is essential and encouraged through this team to maximize student literacy acquisition. At the secondary level, students have reading intervention elective opportunities to further support learning to read.


Progress is monitored within all K-12 intervention programs and the RtI process is available to provide support and additional resources when needed.
 

What did this child learn today that he didn’t know yesterday that he can use tomorrow?


COMMUNITY RESOURCES


Dublin City Schools has a strong partnership with the Columbus Metropolitan Library-Dublin Branch. We recommend that our students utilize the print and online resources available within the library system (e.g., tumblebooks.com). In addition to the library, students are encouraged to participate in summer reading activities offered throughout the community as well as utilize free websites (e.g., wonderopolis.org) for appropriate and interesting reading material.





Response to 
 Intervention (RtI)
 




Tier 3: Individualized
(1-5% of students)

higher intensity and longer duration
 

Response to Intervention is a process of helping students become successful through the identification of specific interventions and monitoring the
effectiveness of these interventions.
 FURTHER INFORMATION


We believe a strong home/school partnership is beneficial to student success in all academic areas. Building principals are equipped to assist parents in accessing the appropriate staff to answer questions or provide further clarification about processes or resources.
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Tier 2:
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Targeted Group Interventions (5-10% of students)



Tier 1:
Schoolwide Core Interventions (80-90% of students)
 Dublin City Schools 7030 Coffman Road Dublin, OH 43017 614.764.5913

